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• Finalize Five-Year Outlook
  ➢ Major areas for comments
    • Town/gown relationship
    • Environmental issues (recycling, efficient use of resources)
    • Instructional technology
    • Tuition policy or philosophy
    • Student success
    • Partnership with agriculture in the state
  ➢ Section I. Student Body
  ➢ Section II. Faculty and Staff
    • Modify language to acknowledge that all MSU-Bozeman employees are not located in Bozeman
    • Salary language should remain general
    • Change references to employee “salary” to “compensation”
    • Reference employee salaries not just faculty salaries
      - Set goals benchmarked by local and regional averages
    • Professional development for professional and classified staff
    • Faculty professional development – increase percentage of total participation
  ➢ Section III. Curriculum
    • Discussion of service-learning
  ➢ Section IV. Research
    • Modify title to Research and Creativity
    • Remove reference to specific units (e.g., Tech Link, Tech Ranch, etc.)
  ➢ Section V. Partnerships
    • Re-label section: Partnerships and Outreach
    • Use Extension as portal to the university for people across the state
    • Include specific reference to agriculture constituencies
    • Include Alumni in partnerships
  ➢ Section VI. Physical and Financial Infrastructure
Change title to Physical, Technological and Financial Infrastructure
· Tie to comprehensive development plan that intersects with UPBAC’s work
· Re-order items A - G
· Reflect institutional commitment to information technology in curriculum section
➢ Five-Year Vision Statement to be re-drafted with changes as noted above
➢ Identify personnel in campus units that might want to work on tactical plan for various items in the Five-Year Vision Statement